This elegant collection of captivating charm and dazzling beauty can help create interiors of Enchantment.
CHARMING
Dream of a Garden of Eden where exotic blossoms of arresting hue and bountiful size run rampant. Awaken to find your fantasy become reality. Gigantic flowers on fluid stems form a beautiful bower and precious metal adornment adds to the visual drama. The symmetrical espalier effect is displayed to great advantage on a field of textured vertical string. Sure to make a lasting impression, this stunning vinyl wallcovering is at home with the bold and adventurous.

NOVEAU
Roll on, endless sea, roll on! Stylized waves create a rhythmic pattern with a nod toward ancient Nipponese art. The fluid lines are interwoven in a braid-like motif. The aqueous movement of shining strands on a softer striated ground reminds one of the phosphorescent glow on a shimmering nighttime sea. The flowing design of this textured vinyl wallcovering is mesmerizing and would make a definitive statement in a contemporary or modern setting.

PEACOCK TAIL
Perhaps a proud peacock passed by here and lost some fronds from his shimmering fan. His loss is your fortunate gain. A bevy of glistening feathers are gently strewn on a woven fabric-like ground. The result is a frothy design with a French feeling Marie Antoinette would have cherished. Available in colors misty or bold, this textured vinyl wallcovering is an especially pleasing pattern for most any style of décor.

FOLIAGE TOSS
Similar to eucalyptus stems you might gather for their astringent fragrance, sprigs of foliage are lavishly tossed across a background of minute vertical grooves. The precious metal sheen of the bundles of branches shimmer and shine against the more subdued field. Available in gentle or dramatic coloration, this textured vinyl wallcovering is suitable for virtually any well appointed room.
MODERN
Sinuous lines waver and weave creating the graceful movement of a modified ogee design. The slender stripes undulate from floor to ceiling in a flowing pattern not unlike the fascinating dance of flames. On a softly shimmering background, the metallic and enamel lines change color slightly as the hours pass, adding to the feeling of motion. This textured vinyl wallcovering would be especially appropriate in a modern or contemporary home.

PEBBLE
Pebbles in a shallow stream. The pathway in a peaceful Zen garden. This quiet design, with an Asian accent, whispers of nature and the appeal of tranquil simplicity. A mineral shimmer, like water over rocks, adds another dimension to the spa colors available in this vinyl wallcovering. The look of serenity lends itself to a variety of settings.

ZEN
Wander through an enchanted forest where fantasy is reality and anything can happen. Reach out and pluck a blossom made of silver from branches forged of gold... this charming design almost makes you believe. Misty mysterious backgrounds and metallic sprigs of spare spring foliage in the foreground paint a dream-like setting. This vinyl wallcovering is available in a lovely selection of spa colors and some dramatic ones, too.

HOLLYWOOD
If a woodsman could harvest an enchanted forest it would look like this. If trees were made from precious metals they would look like these. It’s a twenty first century take on a rustic theme. Shimmering, shining lengths of lumber complete with grain and knotholes build a room with warmth and texture from wood that never was. This vinyl wallcovering design is a whole new concept and will be uniquely handsome in a modern setting.
SUEDED CORK
Taken from Mother Nature’s play book, this faux cork with mineral highlights might make the old girl jealous. The textural appearance of the background, the veins of contrasting color, and the glint of metal flecks combine to create an organic look that belies reality. This good looking pretender, born of textured vinyl, would be an asset in most any décor.

ARBORETUM
Meander through a misty meadow where stately trees stand sentinel. There’s an elusive air of romance and mystery that draws one into this enchanted landscape perhaps seeking answers to unasked questions. This hushed and captivating pastoral scene is beautifully created from crinkle textured vinyl in matte or metallic coloration and the resultant wallcovering is serenely fascinating.

DAMASCUS
This refined ancient damask motif might have been smuggled from a seraglio. But no...the curvaceous arabesque design of floral medallions and fronds of acanthus, while resembling a sultan’s palace walls, is a modern interpretation. The textured vinyl wallcovering is brought to you in a bevy of up-to-the-minute color combinations; some matte, some metallic, all striking in their way. This timeless and tasteful pattern will be a graceful addition in any fine home.

KRINKLE
Did an ancient alchemist work his secret skill, turning vinyl into sheets of priceless precious metal or is it just a clever illusion? Yes, it only looks like a modern miracle. Here is a wonderfully textured vinyl wallcovering with a dazzlingly crinkled surface that catches the light and glows like a king’s ransom. Beauty is more than skin deep. It is available in a matte finish, too.